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Targeted polypyrrole nanoparticles for the
identiﬁcation and treatment of hepatocellular
carcinoma†
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Early identiﬁcation and treatment of hepatocellular carcinoma is very important for improving the prognosis and survival rate of the patient. To enhance the visualization and treatment eﬃciency of HCC, a theranostic agent has been developed that combines photoacoustic/ﬂuorescence imaging with photothermal
therapy for cancer. We report the synthesis of multifunctional theranostic SP94-modiﬁed polypyrrole
(PPy)-BSA-ICG nanoparticles by a simple method. The multifunctional theranostic agent helped to
combine two modes of imaging modalities, i.e. photoacoustic and near infrared (NIR) ﬂuorescence
imaging, together with photothermal therapy. These nanoparticles exhibited an excellent stability in physiological solutions (PBS, pH 7.4 at 37 °C), a higher tumor accumulation as compared to the unmodiﬁed
nanoparticles, and minimal nonspeciﬁc uptake by other normal organs such as liver and spleen. Most
importantly, the nanoparticles could eﬀectively kill the tumor through photothermal therapy with no
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tumor recurrence upon a single laser irradiation event. These results indicate that SP94-modiﬁed PPy-
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BSA-ICG is potentially a promising theranostic agent for image-guided cancer therapy as it overcomes
the limitations of each of the imaging modalities and thus improves the therapeutic eﬃciency and
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reduces the side eﬀects.

1.

Introduction

Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) causes about 90% of all liver
cancer.1 Its incidence is increasing in several developed
countries including China. Clinically, tumor resection is the
most frequently used treatment method for HCC patients with
no cirrhosis; however, tumor residuals in the liver after resection result in high recurrence rates (50–60%) after five years.
Thus, the accurate detection of the cancer margins is very
important and challenging.2 For patients with early-stage
HCC, image-guided tumor ablation has been become significantly popular. Clinically, ultrasound is the most commonly
used imaging method for the surveillance of HCC, which has a
specificity of over 90%. However, due to its limited sensitivity
(60–80%), ultrasound is unable to distinguish cancer from
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normal tissues and cannot visualize minimal lesions (diameter
< 5 mm).
Among all the imaging modalities, photoacoustic imaging
combines the advantages of ultrasound and optical imaging; it
has both good spectral selectivity and high spatial resolution
even at several centimeters deep inside the biological tissue. It
has been widely used to visualize the structure and functions
of some biological tissues,3 such as brain, and breast cancer
and tumor angiogenesis.4 Fluorescence imaging, with its high
sensitivity, can provide contrast between the cancer and the
surrounding normal tissues through nonspecific fluorescence
imaging probes, such as methylene blue and indocyanine
green (ICG), which have been used clinically.5 However, the
false-positive rate is very high. Research shows that tumorspecific probes can reduce the false-positive rate, and (sub)cellular-level cancer specimens can be detected.6
In recent decades, photothermal therapy has attracted extensive interest as a minimally invasive cancer treatment, which
specifically burns tumor tissue using near infrared (NIR) laser
irradiation in combination with photoabsorbers to avoid collateral damage to otherwise normal tissue.7 Currently, numerous
materials, such as various gold nanostructures,8 CuS nanoparticles,9 carbon nanomaterials,10 polypyrrole (PPy) nanoparticles,7,11 and Prussian blue nanoparticles,12 with strong
optical absorbance in the NIR region have been explored for
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Scheme 1 Schematic to show the synthesis of SP94-modiﬁed PPyBSA-ICG nanoparticles for multimodal imaging and photothermal
therapy of cancer.

photothermal therapy. Among them, uniform PPy nanoparticles, which have high photothermal conversion eﬃciency,
photostability, and low cytotoxicity, have attracted significant
attention as a photothermal agent.7,11 In addition, it has been
demonstrated that PPy nanoparticles show great potential as a
photoacoustic imaging agent.13 SP94 is a novel HCC-targeting
peptide, which can be taken up specifically by various types of
HCC cells, but not by hepatocytes.14 Thus, it has clinical potential as a guider in the diagnosis and treatment of HCC.
In the study, we developed SP94-modified PPy-BSA-ICG
nanoparticles according to the strategy shown in Scheme 1.
These nanoparticles could be used for photoacoustic and fluorescence imaging and for image-guided local photothermal
therapy of HCC. BSA is utilized as a stabilizing agent in the
polymerization of PPy and conjugated with the targeted
peptide SP94 and bound with ICG molecules. PPy nanoparticles serve as a photothermal agent for photoablation of
the tumor and a contrast agent to enhance photoacoustic
imaging. ICG can function as an NIR fluorescence imaging
agent and also helps in photothermal therapy and photoacoustic imaging. SP94 operates as a targeting molecule for hepatocellular carcinoma. Thus, we could synthesize a multifunctional nanoparticle with high HCC specificity that combined
two modes of imaging modalities for cancer diagnosis and
one therapeutic modality for cancer treatment. The in vitro
and in vivo experiments demonstrate that our nanoparticles
have excellent diagnostic and therapeutic functions, indicating
that our nanoparticles have clinical potential for precise
image-guided therapy for HCC.

2. Results and discussion
2.1 Synthesis and characterization of the SP94-modified PPyBSA-ICG nanoparticles
The synthesis process of the SP94-modified PPy-BSA-ICG nanoparticles is shown in Scheme 1 using a chemical oxidative
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polymerization method.7,15 The average size of the obtained
nanoparticles is approximately 12 nm. Due to its excellent biocompatibility and low cost, bovine serum albumin (BSA) was
selected as a surface stabilizer for the synthesis of PPy nanoparticles. Most importantly, there are abundant functional
groups on the surface of BSA, which can be used to conjugate
with other biologically active molecules such as antibodies,
peptides and so on. To acquire additional imaging functions,
ICG, an NIR fluorescent molecule, was introduced to bind with
BSA by simply mixing it with the SP94-modified PPy-BSA nanoparticle solution.16
Dynamic light scattering (DLS) was used to determine the
hydrodynamic diameter of the SP94-modified PPy-BSA-ICG
nanoparticles in phosphate buﬀered saline (PBS) (Fig. 1a). The
mean size of these SP94-modified PPy-BSA-ICG nanoparticles
was 10.7 ± 4.2 nm with a monodispersity index of 0.078, which
indicated that these obtained nanoparticles had good dispersibility. The transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images
further confirmed the well-defined structure of the SP94modified PPy-BSA-ICG nanoparticles (Fig. 1b). The diameter of
these nanoparticles obtained from the images was 8.2 ± 1.6 nm

Fig. 1 Physicochemical characterization of SP94-modiﬁed PPyBSA-ICG nanoparticles. (a) Hydrodynamic diameter of the SP94modiﬁed PPy-BSA-ICG nanoparticles determined by DLS. (b)
Representative TEM image of the SP94-modiﬁed PPy-BSA-ICG nanoparticles (the inset shows the HRTEM images of the SP94-modiﬁed PPyBSA-ICG nanoparticles). (c) UV-Vis-NIR absorption of the SP94modiﬁed PPy-BSA nanoparticles, SP94-modiﬁed PPy-BSA-ICG nanoparticles, and free ICG dissolved in PBS. (d) Fluorescence intensity of the
SP94-modiﬁed PPy-BSA nanoparticles, SP94-modiﬁed PPy-BSA-ICG
nanoparticles, and free ICG in PBS after excitation at 785 nm. (e)
Representative ﬂuorescence image of free ICG and SP94-modiﬁed PPyBSA-ICG nanoparticles with various ICG concentrations.
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Fig. 2 Stability of the SP94-modiﬁed PPy-BSA-ICG nanoparticles: (a)
hydrodynamic diameter; (b) UV-Vis-NIR absorption; (c) ﬂuorescence
intensity of the SP94-modiﬁed PPy-BSA-ICG nanoparticles freshly prepared and after storage for 30 days in PBS ( pH 7.4) at 37 °C.

smaller than that obtained from DLS; this was because the
cells measured by DLS were hydrated, but those measured by
TEM cells were not hydrated.
To oﬀer additional fluorescence imaging capability, the ICG
was selected to absorb onto the SP94-modified PPy-BSA nanoparticles to obtain SP94-modified PPy-BSA-ICG nanoparticles.
The absorption (Fig. 1c) and emission spectra (Fig. 1d) of free
ICG and SP94-modified PPy-BSA-ICG nanoparticles dispersed
in DI water were obtained. At the same dye or nanoparticle
concentration, the absorption peak at 780 nm of the SP94modified PPy-BSA-ICG nanoparticles was the sum of that of
the SP94-modified PPy-BSA nanoparticles and ICG. However,
the fluorescence intensity of the SP94-modified PPy-BSA-ICG
nanoparticles was lower than that of the free ICG, and the fluorescence peak shifted from 816 nm to 820.6 nm, which might
either be due to the aggregation of the ICG molecules or its
binding with BSA. The fluorescence images further confirmed
this phenomena (Fig. 1e). These results indicated that the
loading of ICG ensured that our nanoparticles could be used
as an eﬀective fluorescence imaging agent and further
enhanced the photothermal eﬀect of SP94-modified PPy-BSA
nanoparticles.
Most importantly, compared with the freshly prepared
nanoparticles, after storage in PBS ( pH 7.4) at 37 °C for 30
days, there was no significant diﬀerence in the hydrodynamic
diameter (Fig. 2a, from 10.7 ± 4.2 nm to 11.6 ± 3.8 nm),
UV-Vis-NIR absorption spectra (Fig. 2b, nearly no change), and
fluorescence spectra (Fig. 2c, decreased about 5%).
2.2 Targeting ability of the SP94-modified PPy-BSA-ICG to
HCC cells
Confocal experiments were carried out to confirm the targeting
ability of SP94-modified PPy-BSA-FITC nanoparticles to HCC
cells. Confocal images of the Hep3B cells after incubation for
4 h with either PPy-BSA-FITC (Fig. 3a) or SP94-modified PPyBSA-FITC nanoparticles (Fig. 3b) are shown in Fig. 3. In these
experiments, rhodamine phalloidin was used to stain the cell
cytoskeleton red, and DAPI was used to stain the cell nucleus
blue.
To further quantify the uptake eﬃciency of SP94-modified
PPy-BSA-ICG nanoparticles over a population of liver Hep3B
cells, we measured cell fluorescence using a flow cytometer.
After incubation with the SP94-modified PPy-BSA-FITC nanoparticles for 4 h, the Hep3B cells display enhanced fluo-
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Fig. 3 Qualitative analysis of the cellular uptake of the PPy-BSA-ICG
(a) and SP94-modiﬁed PPy-BSA-ICG (b); mean ﬂuorescence intensity of
the cells (c) and percentage of cell uptake of the probe after incubation
with diﬀerent kinds of samples for 4 h.

rescence intensity (Fig. 3c) and cellular uptake (Fig. 3d) with
respect to the control (free medium, free FITC, and PPyBSA-FITC nanoparticles). This indicates that the SP94-modified PPy-BSA-FITC nanoparticles have a good targeting ability
for the Hep3B cells. The cellular uptake of the SP94-modified
PPy-BSA-ICG nanoparticles is much higher than that of the
PPy-BSA-ICG nanoparticles, which is consistent with that
shown in Fig. 3a and b; this suggests the good targeting ability
of the SP94-modified PPy-BSA-ICG nanoparticles to Hep3B
cells.
2.3 In vitro photothermal eﬀects and photostability of SP94modified PPy-BSA-ICG nanoparticles
The most important feature of PPy and ICG is the photothermal eﬀect, which can be used for the local treatment of solid
tumors. To investigate the photothermolysis eﬀect of the SP94modified PPy-BSA-ICG nanoparticles, the temperature of the
nanoparticle suspensions of diﬀerent concentrations was
monitored through a fiber-optic temperature measuring
system. As shown in Fig. 4a, PBS does not show a significant
temperature change (less than 2.5 °C) when irradiated with
NIR light. On the other hand, the temperature of the SP94modified PPy-BSA-ICG nanoparticles increased in the time
course of irradiation and with an increase in the concentration
of the nanoparticles. After irradiation for 10 min, the maximalincreased temperature reached approximately 10.6, 19.9, 25.2,
and 37.3 °C when the concentration was 2.9, 8.7, 17.4, and
34.8 μg mL−1, respectively. Moreover, the photothermal conversion eﬃciency was 52.9% (17.4 μg mL−1, 0.5 W cm−2
irradiation at 808 nm, Fig. 4a). These results indicated that the
SP94-modified PPy-BSA-ICG nanoparticles could act as an
eﬃcient photothermal agent.
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Fig. 4 (a) Temperature elevation of an aqueous solution of the SP94modiﬁed PPy-BSA-ICG nanoparticles at diﬀerent concentrations over a
period of 10 min under NIR laser irradiation (808 nm, 0.5 W cm−2)
obtained every 10 s using a digital thermometer; (b) temperature
elevation of 17.4 μg mL−1 SP94-modiﬁed PPy-BSA-ICG nanoparticles (or
equivalent amount of ICG or SP94-modiﬁed PPy-BSA nanoparticles)
over four laser ON/OFF cycles of NIR irradiation (808 nm, 0.5 W cm−2)
illumination (laser ON time: 5 min; laser OFF time: 25 min).

As a photothermal agent, its NIR photostability is very
important. The temperature changes during four laser ON/OFF
cycles of NIR laser irradiation were investigated. The SP94modified PPy-BSA-ICG nanoparticle solution of 17.0 μg mL−1
(or an equivalent amount of ICG or SP94-modified PPy-BSA
nanoparticles) was irradiated with an NIR laser for 5 min
(Laser ON), followed by natural cooling to room temperature
without NIR laser irradiation for 25 min (Laser OFF). This
cycle was repeated four times (Fig. 4b). The temperatures of
18.3 °C, 14.6 °C, and 3.6 °C were achieved after the first Laser
ON with the three diﬀerent solutions listed above. The temperature elevations of the SP94-modified PPy-BSA and the SP94modified PPy-BSA-ICG nanoparticles exhibited no significant
decrease (<10%) in the following three cycles. However, the
temperature increase of the free ICG was significantly smaller
when the irradiation cycle was increased. These results indicated that the SP94-modified PPy-BSA-ICG nanoparticles
exhibited excellent photostability after a long period of NIR
laser irradiation as compared to the free ICG, and their temperature increase was greater than that of the SP94-modified
PPy-BSA nanoparticles. These thermal and photobleach-resistant properties of SP94-modified PPy-BSA-ICG nanoparticles
make multiple photothermal treatments and long-term monitoring of the distribution of SP94-modified PPy-BSA-ICG nanoparticles possible.
2.4 Biocompatibility and photothermal cytotoxicity of SP94modified PPy-BSA-ICG nanoparticles
HUVECs were plated in a 96-well plate. After being cultured
overnight, diﬀerent concentrations of PPy-BSA-ICG or SP94modified PPy-BSA-ICG nanoparticles were added and incubated for another 24 h. The cytotoxicity of these nanoparticles
was evaluated through a standard MTT assay. At the concentrations of 0–1000 μg mL−1, there was no obvious cytotoxicity
with our nanoparticles (cell viability >90%); this indicated that
our nanoparticles had good biocompatibility at the cell level
(Fig. 5A).
To investigate the photothermal eﬀect of our nanoparticles,
Hep3B cells were cultured with PPy-BSA-ICG or SP94-modified
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Fig. 5 (A) Cell viability of HUVEC after incubation with diﬀerent concentrations of PPy-BSA-ICG nanoparticles and SP94-modiﬁed PPyBSA-ICG nanoparticles; (B) cell viability of Hep3B cells after treatment
with diﬀerent concentrations of PPy-BSA-ICG nanoparticles or SP94modiﬁed PPy-BSA-ICG nanoparticles and NIR laser irradiation for 5 min;
(C) photothermal destruction of Hep3B cells treated with PPy-BSA-ICG
nanoparticles or SP94-modiﬁed PPy-BSA-ICG nanoparticles and NIR
laser irradiation.

PPy-BSA-ICG nanoparticles for 4 h, followed by irradiation
with an 808 nm laser (0.5 W cm−2 for 5 min). Photothermal
destruction of Hep3B cells treated with various concentrations
of nanoparticles and NIR laser irradiation was assessed using
standard MTT assays. When the concentration of the nanoparticles increased, cell viability remarkably decreased
(Fig. 5B). In particular, cell viabilities decreased obviously with
laser illumination after incubation with SP94-modified PPyBSA-ICG nanoparticles as compared to PPy-BSA-ICG nanoparticles; this indicated the good targeting ability of our nanoparticles. Most importantly, after incubation with 50 μg mL−1
SP94-modified PPy-BSA-ICG nanoparticles under NIR laser
irradiation for 5 min, less than 10% of cells remained alive;
this suggested a significant photohyperthermia eﬀect for
Hep3B cells.
Hep3B cells were plated in a 6-well plate and incubated
overnight. To further qualitatively analyze the localized tumor
photohyperthermic eﬀect of nanoparticles, 10 μg mL−1 of
nanoparticles were incubated with the Hep3B cells for another
4 h, and then, the cells were irradiated with an 808 nm NIR
laser (0.5 W cm−2) for 5 min. After variable combination treatments with either PPy-BSA-ICG or SP94-modified PPy-BSA-ICG
nanoparticles and lasers, the treated cells were incubated with
calcein AM and propidium iodide (PI). Calcein AM can easily
enter the live cells and then emit a strong green fluorescence
when irradiated with a 495 nm laser, whereas PI can easily
enter the dead cells. Using an inverted fluorescence microscope, a red fluorescent region was observed, indicating that
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the dead cells were observed only in the presence of both PPyBSA-ICG or SP94-modified PPy-BSA-ICG nanoparticles and
laser irradiation; this suggested that both PPy-BSA-ICG and
SP94-modified PPy-BSA-ICG nanoparticles combined with NIR
laser irradiation could induce the destruction of Hep3B cells
(Fig. 5Ce and f ). It was seen that the red fluorescent region
was larger upon incubation with SP94-modified PPy-BSA-ICG
nanoparticles than that with PPy-BSA-ICG nanoparticles; this
indicated that at the same concentration of the nanoparticles,
the cells could take up more SP94-modified PPy-BSA-ICG nanoparticles than PPy-BSA-ICG nanoparticles. In contrast, when
the cells were incubated with either nanoparticles alone
(Fig. 5Cb and c) or laser alone (Fig. 5Cd), a vivid green color
was seen in the entire well, indicating the bio-safety of the
808 nm laser or nanoparticles separately. In other words,
cancer cell death could only be caused if our nanoparticles
were combined with the irradiation of the NIR laser. These
experimental findings provided powerful evidence that SP94modified PPy-BSA-ICG nanoparticles could act as an eﬀective
NIR photoabsorber for ablation of HCC tumor cells with NIR
laser irradiation.
2.5 In vivo fluorescence and photoacoustic imaging of SP94modified PPy-BSA-ICG nanoparticles
Among all the imaging modalities, NIR fluorescence imaging
holds particular promise for the detection of a tumor’s
margins due to minimal auto-fluorescence and tissue scattering. Photoacoustic imaging, which combines the high spatial
resolution of optical imaging with the high penetration depth
of ultrasound, has been known to provide advantages over
fluorescence imaging.16a,17 Therefore, photoacoustic and real
time NIR fluorescence dual modal imaging are highly useful
and complementary in tumor diagnosis.16a
The precise detection of photothermal agents is critical in
photothermal therapy to avoid damage to the surrounding
benign tissues. Therefore, we first investigated the potential of
the SP94-modified PPy-BSA-ICG nanoparticles as a photoacoustic and NIR fluorescence imaging agent to detect the
tumors.
The fluorescence intensity in the tumor region increased
until 24 h post-injection, and the strong fluorescence signal
could last for more than 72 h (Fig. 6b). Fig. 6b and c show the
fluorescence images and the mean fluorescence intensity of
tumors and major organs at 24 h post-injection, respectively.
The fluorescence signal in tumors is markedly strong, and
especially after SP94 modification, the mean fluorescence
intensity in tumors is much higher than those in the liver (by
approximately twofold). Further photoacoustic imaging was
also employed to exploit the photoacoustic property of SP94modified PPy-BSA-ICG nanoparticles (Fig. 6d). A clearly
detectable photoacoustic signal was observed in a tumor
region of mice at 24 h post-injection treated with either PPyBSA-ICG or SP94-modified PPy-BSA-ICG nanoparticles. The
photoacoustic signal intensity in tumors at 24 h post injection of PPy-BSA-ICG or SP94-modified PPy-BSA-ICG nanoparticles had ∼10–20 fold higher photoacoustic signal than
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Fig. 6 Dual imaging of tumors with SP94-modiﬁed PPy-BSA-ICG
nanoparticles. (a) Representative ﬂuorescence images of tumor-bearing
mice treated with SP94-modiﬁed PPy-BSA-ICG nanoparticles and PPyBSA-ICG nanoparticles at various time points. (b) Representative ﬂuorescence images of organs and tumors of mice treated with nanoparticles at 24 h. (c) Quantiﬁcation of mean ﬂuorescence intensity in
tumor and organs at 24 h post injection of the nanoparticles. Values are
mean ± SD (n = 4). (d) Representative photoacoustic images of tumors
before and 24 h after administration of the nanoparticles. (e)
Quantiﬁcation of the mean photoacoustic signal intensity in tumors.
Values are mean ± SD (n = 4).

that in the untreated tumors (Fig. 6e). The tumor was further
analyzed by histological analysis (Fig. S1†) to confirm that
our nanoparticles could identify the tumor margins accurately. The preferential accumulation of SP94-modified PPyBSA-ICG nanoparticles in tumors can be explained by the
active targeting of SP94 and passive targeting attributed to
the enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) eﬀects. These
results indicated that our SP94-modified PPy-BSA-ICG
nanoparticles could act as an eﬀective photoacoustic and
fluorescence imaging contrast agent for precisely displaying
the tumor.
2.6 In vivo photothermal cytotoxicity of SP94-modified PPyBSA-ICG nanoparticles
Motivated by the promising results of fluorescence imaging
and photoacoustic imaging, we evaluated the anticancer
activity of SP94-modified PPy-BSA-ICG nanoparticles with NIR
laser irradiation (Fig. 7 and 8). In the in vivo therapeutic examinations, mice bearing Hep3B tumors were used.
During the irradiation, the temperature changes in the
tumor were determined using an infrared thermal camera
(Fig. 7a). The center temperature of the tumor reached 52.7 °C
and 58.6 °C after treatment with PPy-BSA-ICG nanoparticles
and NIR laser irradiation or SP94-modified PPy-BSA-ICG nanoparticles and NIR laser irradiation, respectively. On the other
hand, the temperature at the edges reached 40.2 °C and
43.4 °C, which indicate that there was little damage to the
normal tissues.
The treatment for each group was carried out only once.
After this, the tumor volume (Fig. 7b) of the mice and corres-
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Fig. 7 (a) Infrared thermal imaging of a Hep3B tumor bearing mouse
before and after laser irradiation; (b) tumor growth proﬁles of the Hep3B
tumor bearing mice injected with PBS, PPy-BSA-ICG nanoparticles, and
SP94-modiﬁed PPy-BSA-ICG nanoparticles at a dose of 10 mg kg−1 with
or without laser irradiation (808 nm, 0.5 W cm−2, 5 min); (c) weight of
Hep3B tumor-bearing mice after various treatments at diﬀerent time
points (n = 7).

Fig. 8 Representative images of the mice at diﬀerent time points after
various treatments: (a) PBS; (b) PBS + Laser; (c) PPy-BSA-ICG; (d)
SP94 modiﬁed PPy-BSA-ICG; (e) PPy-BSA-ICG + Laser; and (f ) SP94modiﬁed PPy-BSA-ICG + Laser (n = 7).

ponding digital images (Fig. 8) of the mice were obtained and
analyzed. The tumor grew rapidly over time in the groups PBS,
PBS + Laser, PPy-BSA-ICG, and SP94-modified PPy-BSA-ICG,
and no significant diﬀerence was seen among these four
groups in terms of the final size of the tumor (Fig. 7b and 8).
These results indicate that either NIR laser irradiation or nanoparticles alone has almost no eﬀect on the tumor growth. On
the other hand, there was a significant decrease in tumor
volume for both the PPy-BSA-ICG + Laser and SP94-modified
PPy-BSA-ICG + Laser groups. In the SP94-modified PPyBSA-ICG + Laser group, tumors disappeared completely (TGI:
100% on day 15). However, on the sixth day after treatment,
the tumor recurrence was found for the PPy-BSA-ICG + Laser
group (TGI: 80.81% on day 15), which indicated that fewer
PPy-BSA-ICG nanoparticles accumulated in the tumor as compared to the SP94-modified PPy-BSA-ICG nanoparticles. These
results were in accordance with that obtained from both
photoacoustic and fluorescence imaging. These preliminary
data suggest that the SP94-modified PPy-BSA-ICG nano-
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Fig. 9 Representative histopathological analysis images of heart, liver,
spleen, lung, kidney, muscle, and tumor sections of mice treated with (a)
PBS, (b) PBS + Laser, (c) PPy-BSA-ICG nanoparticles, (d) PPy-BSA-ICG
nanoparticles + Laser, (e) SP94-modiﬁed PPy-BSA-ICG nanoparticles,
and (f ) SP94-modiﬁed PPy-BSA-ICG nanoparticles + Laser.

particles are an eﬀective agent for in vivo photothermal
therapy of HCC.
To measure the treatment-induced toxicity, the body weight
was measured every three days throughout the experimental
period, (Fig. 7c) and the pathological changes of representative
organs at the endpoint of the experiment were determined
(Fig. 9). After 21 days of treatment, there was no overt body
weight loss in all six groups (Fig. 7c); this indicated that there
was no significant systemic toxicity in mice after nanoparticle
injection and NIR laser irradiation. Moreover, from the hematoxylin and eosin (H&E)-stained tissues section, no apparent
damage to the normal organs was detected. However, the
tumor tissues totally disappeared after the SP94-modified PPyBSA-ICG nanoparticle injection combined with laser
irradiation. These results revealed that the SP94-modified PPyBSA-ICG nanoparticles were a promising photothermal therapeutic agent for HCC, with low cytotoxicity.

3. Conclusions
Targeted multifunctional theranostic nanoparticles have been
successfully developed for the identification of the margins
and imaging-guided photothermal therapy of hepatocellular
carcinoma. The obtained nanoparticles exhibited good targeting, fluorescence imaging, and photoacoustic imaging ability.
The signal-to-background ratio is higher than 3.2, which is
conductive to the discrimination of the tumor tissues from the
normal tissues. Moreover, most importantly, tumors were
eﬀectively and precisely ablated after SP94-modified PPyBSA-ICG nanoparticle injection as well as laser irradiation with
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the guidance of fluorescence imaging. Thus, the SP94-modified PPy-BSA-ICG nanoparticles are a promising diagnostic
agent and visual indicator for the photothermal therapy of
hepatocellular carcinoma.
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